17. HRV
17.1 Product introduction
Development background:
Under the background of energy getting more and more shortage and the use's request for the life quality getting
more and more high, we develop the heat reclaimed ventilation system to meet the needs.
Comparison between the HRV and the old sensible heat exchanger:
HRV is the changeover of sensible heat exchange and latent heat exchange, thus it can avoid the large number
of condensate water being caused when the unit operates in the condition of great humidity, furthermore the
condensate water needs the special drainage device, also the water always leaks to cause the unnecessary
economic loss.
So Haier HRV always is used at the coastal area to reduce the indoor humidity and gives the user a much more
comfortable space.
Advantage of using air conditioner with HRV comparing to using air conditioner individually:
a. The modern people seldom go out for the fresh air because of the busy work, and oppositely we always stay in
the airtight office with the unhealthy air. More and more we rely on the air conditioner, less and less we can adapt
the surroundings. After installing the HRV system, we can breathe the fresh air directly from outside, and make
us more healthier.
b. HRV needs not run for a long time such as the air conditioner. You can set ON or OFF in time to adjust the indoor
air quality.
No smoke
Room type
Necessary fresh air
volume for each person
(m3/h)
Fresh air exchanging
times

Less smoke

Much smoke

Common
room

Building

Office

PC room

Restaurant

Advanced
room

Meeting room

17-42

8.5-21

25-62

40-100

20-50

30-75

50-125

2.5-6.25

1.25-3.13

1.88-4.69

3.13-7.81

1.06-2.65

0.5-2.66 1.56-3.90
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17.2 Function description
HRV will make the sufficient heat exchange by air inlet and air discharging, and compensate the energy loss in the
course of getting fresh air to the max. limit. Meanwhile the latent heat exchanger will perform good efficiency to
control the indoor humidity. The HRV can be used individually, also can be used in combination with the indoor unit
of MRVII to reach the effect of air adjustment and get fresh air.
Flow volume selection
Flow volume to indoor
=Flow volume to outdoor

Flow volume to indoor
>Flow volume to outdoor

Flow volume to indoor
<Flow volume to outdoor

Air volume selection
Low speed
High speed
Low speed
High speed
Low speed
High speed

Indoor/outdoor motor state
Indoor motor low speed
outdoor motor low speed
Indoor motor med speed
outdoor motor med speed
Indoor motor low speed
outdoor motor med speed
Indoor motor med speed
outdoor motor high speed
Indoor motor med speed
outdoor motor low speed
Indoor motor high speed
outdoor motor med speed

Remarks
Default mode

The two modes can be set
due to the user's request
before out of factory.
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You can select different operation mode according to the different environment, for example, to avoid the funk or
humidity from toilet or kitchen into indoor side, select the mode of "flow volume to indoor>flow volume to outdoor";
to avoid the abnormal smell from the sickroom or the air with virus into the lobby, select the mode of "flow volume to
indoor<flow volume to outdoor".

17.3 Operation principle
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a. Operation type: forced air inlet—indoor positive pressure—air release
supply air—indoor minus pressure—forced discharging air
b. Heat exchange figure
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c. Operation sketch map
When the heat exchange element is at the position as the figure, the unit is in heat reclaimed ventilation state; when
the heat exchange rotates, indoor return air will not pass the heat exchange element, and flow to outside directly,
that is bypass state.
Bypass state:
Indoor return air

Discharging air
Heat exchange element

Supply air

Outdoor air

Heat exchange element

Discharging fan

Indoor return air

Outdoor

Indoor

Indoor return air flows to outdoor

Supply air to indoor
Outdoor fresh air
Air inlet fan
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17.4 Features
1. Automatic ventilation mode changeover: Auto/Heat recovery/ Bypass
2. Fan speed changeover by indoor wired controller
3. Filter icon display when the filter needs to be cleaned
4. Standard HRV wired controller
5. Timer function
6. HRV can be used individually without outdoor unit
7. Auto restart function
Energy saving
HRV unit will reclaim the energy in cooling/heating operation of air
conditioner. HRV will reduce the cooling/heating load and increase the
cooling/heating efficiency.
Heat recovery mode: Reduce about
20% reduction of heating/cooling load
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Operation

Ventilation

Cooling

Difference between indoor
temp. and outdoor temp.
Indoor temp.>outdoor temp.
Indoor temp.>outdoor temp.
Indoor temp.>outdoor temp.
Indoor temp.>outdoor temp

Heating
Auto mode:
Reduce about 8% reduction of heating/
cooling load

D

Higher efficiency mode
Bypass mode
Heat recovery mode
Heat recovery mode
Bypass mode
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When the unit is in the rerunning mode, HRV will be at standby state. After
By rerunning mode: Reduce about 2%
finishing pre-running mode, HRV will turn into normal mode. Thus the
reduction of heating/ cooling load
cooling/heating load will be reduced and reach the admired temp. quickly.
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Properly select the different operation mode can improve the efficiency.
When the cooling operation is required in winter, you'd better use the
bypass mode, refer to the below table:

Heat exchange ratio, static pressure and air flow:
ERV0150ANN ERV0260ANN
Heat exchange ratio (%)
90
ERV0150ANN heating

70

ERV0150ANN cooling
ERV0260ANN heating

50

ERV0260ANN cooling
50

100

150

200

250

300

350

External static pressure (Pa)
240
200
160
120
High

80

0

Mid

Low

40

50

100

150

200

250

300

Air flow (m³/h)
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350

ERV0500ANN

Heat exchange ratio (%)
90

70

Heating
Cooling

50
200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900 Air flow (m³/h)

External pressure (Pa)

HRV

170

150
High vent

130

Low vent
High speed

110

Low speed
90

70

50

200

300

400

500

600

387

700

800

900 Air flow (m³/h)

ERV0800ANN

Heat exchange ratio (%)
90
Heating

70

Cooling

50
500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

Air flow (m³/h)

External pressure (Pa)
140
120
High vent

100

Low vent
High speed

80

Low speed

60
40
20

500

600

700

800

900
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1000

1100

1200

Air flow (m³/h)

ERV1000ANN
Heat exchange ratio (%)
90
70

Heating
Cooling

50
600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

Air flow (m³/h)

External pressure (Pa)
120
100
High vent

80

High speed

60

Low speed
40
20
0

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

Air flow (m³/h)

Upper of unit

Easy installation and maintenance
Installation dimensions: ERV0150ANN ERV0260ANN
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Low vent

Upper of unit

ERV0500ANN ERV0800ANN ERV1000ANN

Gradient more than 1/30
Aluminum foil

Install the two outdoor ducts at a certain gradient (no less than 1/30) to avoid the water flowing backward.
Meanwhile the three ducts (two outdoor ducts, one indoor duct) all need the heat insulation material against the dew.
Installation distance between air discharging hole and air inlet hole should be 3 times longer than duct.
Maintenance space:

Maintenance
space
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17.5 Specification
MODEL
Ph-V-Hz
kW
A
m3/h
Pa

W
W
μF
rpm
mm
mm
kg
kg
dB (A)
dB (A)
dB (A)
dB (A)
%
%
%

ERV0260ANN

1,220~230,50/60
0.1
0.55
Centrifugal
150
80
Guangdong Welling
YDK35-4F
AC FAN MOTOR
65
25
2.5
1040/660
940*276*685
1013*345*773
28.7
31.2
44
43
55
54
78
72
65

1,220~230,50/60
0.12
0.55
Centrifugal
260
60
Guangdong Welling
YDK35-4F
AC FAN MOTOR
65
25
2.5
1040/660
940*276*685
1013*345*773
28.7
31.2
44
43
55
54
76
69
63

Heat exchange element

Heat exchange element is composed of the flat paper and the
waved paper with glue. The flat paper is nonporous and 0.05mm
depth. It is airtight and nonwatertight. It ensures the humidify
exchange and at the same time, it will avoid the mutual infection
from indoor and outdoor. The waved paper has the plastic
characteristic which can keep the shape even on the condition of
heavy humidity. Thus it can support the element steadily.

Air filter

The filter core is black nonwoven cloth, its frame is PP material,
and it is sticked to the nonwoven cloth with glue.

Connection duct diameter
Controller
Standard
Operation range

146
YR-N07
-15~43

℃
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146
YR-N07
-15~43

HRV

Power supply
Rated power input
Rated current
Type
Indoor fan
Air flow rate
External static pressure
Brand
Model
Type
Indoor motor Power input
Power output
Capacitor
Speed (High/Low)
Dimension (W*H*D)
Packing (W*H*D)
Net weight
Gross weight
High
Sound pressure level
Low
High
Sound power level
Low
Temperature efficiency
Heating
Enthalpy
efficiency
Cooling

ERV0150ANN

MODEL
Power supply
Rated power input
Rated current
Type
Indoor fan
Air flow rate
External static pressure
Brand
Model
Type
Indoor motor Power input
Power output
Capacitor
Speed (High/Low)
Dimension (W*H*D)
Packing (W*H*D)
Net weight
Gross weight
High
Sound pressure level
Low
High
Sound power level
Low
Temperature efficiency
Heating
Enthalpy
efficiency
Cooling

ERV0500ANN
Ph-V-Hz
kW
A
m3/h
Pa

W
W
μF
rpm
mm
mm
kg
kg
dB (A)
dB (A)
dB (A)
dB (A)
%
%
%

ERV0800ANN

ERV1000ANN

220~230-1-50/60
0.28
1.29
Centrifugal
500
150

1,220~230,50/60
1,220~230,50/60
0.36
0.36
1.65
1.65
Centrifugal
Centrifugal
800
1000
120
100
Zhongshan broad-ocean
Y7S423B07
Y7S423B07
Y7S423B07
AC FAN MOTOR
AC FAN MOTOR
AC FAN MOTOR
270
270
270
100
100
100
5
5
5
1240/1100
1240/1100
1240/1100
1227*387*1115
1227*387*1115
1227*387*1115
1465*430*1213
1465*430*1213
1465*430*1213
85.5
85.5
85.5
90.6
90.6
90.6
48
57
57
46
55
55
59
68
68
57
66
66
75
76
77
67
68
69
62
64
65

Heat exchange element

Heat exchange element is composed of the flat paper and the
waved paper with glue. The flat paper is nonporous and 0.05mm
depth. It is airtight and nonwatertight. It ensures the humidify
exchange and at the same time, it will avoid the mutual infection
from indoor and outdoor. The waved paper has the plastic
characteristic which can keep the shape even on the condition of
heavy humidity. Thus it can support the element steadily.

Air filter

The filter core is black nonwoven cloth, its frame is PP material,
and it is sticked to the nonwoven cloth with glue.

Connection duct diameter
Controller
Standard
Operation range

℃

255*235
YR-N07
-15~43
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255*235
YR-N07
-15~43

255*235
YR-N07
-15~43

17.6 Dimension

O

ERV0150ANN, ERV0260ANN

HRV

Relative Positions of
the Unit and Draw Bolt

O

ERV0500ANN, ERV0800ANN, ERV1000ANN

Relative Positions of
the Unit and Draw Bolt
A
1110

B
24

C
235

D

E

F

G

235

1034

1274

153

393

H
622

I
1216

J
235

K
235

L
155

M
385

N
66

17.7 Wiring diagram

Room temp.
sensor

Swing position detector

Outdoor ambient
sensor

Air-inlet fan motor
CN1004
CAP.

Y/G

Air-outlet fan motor

CN701

CN702

CN301
ON OFF

CN1003
SW903
CN1002

CAP.
Swing
motor

Y/G
T6.3A/250VAC

To detect
board of
health module

CN1001
CN003
CN002

L

N

Wired controller

Transformer

Power supply

Note:

Please do not change the dip switch sw903
on the pc board
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CAP.: Capacitor
Y/G: Yellow/Green
BR: Brown
BL: Blue

17.8 Installation

17.8.1 Parts and Functions
ERV0150ANN, ERV0260ANN

HRV

ERV0500ANN, ERV0800ANN, ERV1000ANN

Hoisting hook
Air hose joint flange

Heat exchange device
Heat exchange device delivers heat (temperature and
humidity) exchange between indoor air and outdoor air.
It brings outdoor air conditions to approach indoor air
conditions before blowing indoor outdoor air.
Electric control cabinet

Bypass switch air door

Wired controller
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Health Testing Module

CATUION
Conspicuous but innocuous smell may ensue during first run of the unit. The smell will disappear as the unit is more
frequently operated.
ERV0150ANN, ERV0260ANN

ERV0500ANN, ERV0800ANN, ERV1000ANN

Service port: to facilitate
maintaining air screen,
heat exchanger and
electric control cabinet.

Heat exchange device

Inlet fan (volute)
OA (outdoor air)
[fresh outdoor air]

SA (send air)
[indoor supply]

EA (exhaust air)
[exhaust air outdoor]

RA (return air)
[indoor waste gas]
Air door electric motor
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17.8.2 Installing Heat Reclaim Ventilation
Installation Procedures
Do not install the unit in:
■■Places close to high temperature locations or naked fires; otherwise, fire accident or overheating may occur.
■■Places where oil mist or gasoline exists, such as kitchen; otherwise, fire may occur.
■■Places where poisonous gases or corrosive material (acid and alkali solvents) are to be found, such as
machine shop and chemical plant. Places where leakage of inflammable gases is possible shall also be
avoided.
■■Places with high humidity, such as bathroom, where electric shock or creepage and other troubles may take
place.
■■Places close to machines sending out electromagnetic waves, which may interrupt the operation of control
system and cause failure.

CATUION

Please make sure that temperature and humidity in places where air inlet and outlet grille is installed are controlled
within prescribed range under operating conditions. Do not install the grille in refrigerator vehicle, low temperature
places or warm water swimming pool; otherwise, short circuit or fire may ensue. Vehicles or vessels shall also be
avoided.

HRV

Preparation Prior to Installation
Accessories and fittings necessary for installation shall be kept and must not be discarded!
1. Transporting the Unit
Decide on transporting route and do not unpack before arriving at installation site.
When unpacking is compulsory, please use soft rope or adopt the "rope plus angle of protection" approach to
lifting devices so that scuffing or damages can be avoided.
When moving unpacked units, lift the unit by hoist hook, and not by any other objects on the unit (air hose joints
in particular).

CATUION

Concerned specialists shall teach users how to correctly operate the unit with aid from the manual (especially air
screen service and operation procedures).
2. Accessories: Other parts not shown below shall be prepared by users.
Designation
Number

Air hose joint flange

M4 tapping screw

Lace

Manual

16

2

1

4

Appearance

3. Special attention shall be given to following issues during installation and following completion of the same
a. Check upon Construction Completion
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Item
Unit fixed tight?
External air hoses tilted downwards and
leading outdoor?
Adequate heat insulation available for
the unit?
Valuables placed under air outlet frame?
Supply voltage conforms to rating on
name plate?
Correct wiring?

Possible consequences due to
erroneous practices
Device may fall off, vibrate, or make noises.

Results

Condensed water may enter.
Heat exchange efficiency may be impaired, and
condensed water may occur; in case that condensed
water dripping onto valuables, damages may occur.
Fault may ensue or parts may get burnt out.
Fault may ensue or parts may get burnt out.

Safe earth connection?

Danger of creepage is possible.

Air inlet port and outlet port blocked by
objects?

Possibly leading to incomplete ventilation or abnormal
running noises.

b. Operating Instruction Essentials
WARNING, CAUTION and PROHIBITED in the manual are indications of possible bodily injury and damages
to devices, therefore, contents thereof shall be explained to users who shall be asked to read the manual.
Please check against items in "safety Considerations" again.
When moving or unpacking the unit, please hold the hoist hook.
Do not apply force to other parts, joint flange in particular. Please improve heat insulation when temperature and
humidity inside ceiling exceed 30°C and RH80%. Glass wool or polyethylene foam shall be used to deliver heat
insulation so that insulation thickness does not exceed 10mm, which is fit for the opening space on ceiling.
1. Choose installation site according to installing conditions and users' requirements.
The unit shall be installed in places featuring adequate strength and stability (e.g., crossbeam, ceiling, and other
locations capable of bearing unit weight. Insufficient strength is dangerous and may cause vibration and abnormal
operating noise).
Do not install the unit directly unto ceiling and wall surface; direct contact may cause vibration.
Install the unit in places where cleaning and service are facilitated.

CATUION
■■The unit, power lines and wires shall be kept at least 1 meter away from TV sets and radios to prevent
interruption and noise. Placing of valuables right under the unit is strictly prohibited to prevent condensed water
from dripping onto valuables and causing damages.
■■ Air chest may not be used in certain regions; please consult local authorities and fire department.
■■In case that fireproof material is required in certain buildings, common air hose shall be supported with copper
tube to exhaust air.
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2. Install the unit by hoist hook and check out whether ceiling is strong enough to hold the unit. In case of
insufficient strength, reinforce ceiling prior to installation.
Note: All above parts shall be procured in local region.
Preparation Prior to Installation
1. Decide on the relative positions of the unit and hoist hook. (Refer to installation diagram)
Set aside service space, including service port (open a service port beside electrical cabinet on the ceiling to
facilitate checking and maintaining of air screen, heat exchange device and fan).
2. Make sure that External Static Pressure does not exceed range limits.
3. Opening installing port: put signal transmission line and wire control cable through the line hole on the unit after
opening installing port on the ceiling.
4. Keep ceiling in level position after opening installing port; reinforce
ceiling when necessary to prevent vibration.
(Concerned architect or carpenter can be consulted).
5. Installing Draw Bolt (Choose from the M10-M12 Range)
Installation Position

Over 600

ERV0150ANN, ERV0260ANN

Relative Positions of
the Unit and Draw Bolt
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■■Please install in places capable of bearing unit weight. Improper installation is dangerous; it not only causes
vibration but produces operating noises.
■■Set aside service space and access hole. Please make sure that access hole is preset to check air screen, heat
exchange device and fan.
■■Do not install the unit directly on roof or wall; otherwise, the unit may directly touch roof or vibration will ensue.

ERV0500ANN, ERV0800ANN, ERV1000ANN

Relative Positions of
the Unit and Draw Bolt
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

1110

24

235

235

1034

1274

153

622

1216

235

235

155

385

66
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Installation Diagram

HRV

1. Outlet Grille—Available on the Site

8. Heat Insulant—available on the site

2. Service Lid (dia.450mm)

9. OA (outdoor air: fresh outdoor air)

3. Service Space for Maintaining Heat
Exchange Device, Air Screen, Control Box
and Fan.

10. Suspending Rack to Reduce Vibration (available on the

4. Air Hose (available on the site)
5. Inlet Grille (available on the site)
6. Air Hose or Bourdon Tube (available on the
site)
7. EA (exhaust air)

site)
11. Suspending Bolt (available on the site)
12. SA (sending air)
13. Service Lid (dia.450mm) (available on the site)
14. RA (return air)
15. Dome Shield (available on the site)

<Air Hose Installation Tips>
■■Silencing box and soft hose are recommended when installing the unit in noise sensitive places.
■■Airflow volume and noise shall be considered for special places when choosing installing material.
■■When outdoor air enters ceiling, the ceiling air temperature shall rise. Therefore, heat insulation shall be handled
with the metal parts in the ceiling.
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Installing air hose joint flange: fix four joint flanges with bolts.
Installing Heat Recovery Ventilation Device
Fix anchor bolts (M10-M12) in the first place, then, put metal
suspending rack through anchor bolts and fix it with spacer and
nut.
(Check against residual scraps of vinyl foam and paper inside fan
chest; check air hose inside through hose holes.)
When installed aloft, inverted suspension of the unit is needed;
please take care to fix the unit tight with long foot bolts.

Connecting air hose: when connecting air hose, remember:
a. Do not connect air hose as shown by diagram on the right.
Ex.1: Avoid over bending, e.g., bend angle above 90o.
Ex.2: Avoid multiple bending.
Ex.3: Avoid reduced hose diameter,
E.g., reduced mid-section diameter prohibited.
Ex.4: Avoid bending close to outlet.
b. Air Hose Minimum Bend Radius.
Dia.100mm Hose: 100mm; Dia.150mm Hose: 150mm
Dia.200mm Hose: 300mm; Dia.250mm Hose: 375mm
c. To prevent air leakage, joint section between flange and air hose shall be wrapped with aluminum foil.
d. To prevent short circuit, indoor air inlet shall be installed as far away from air outlet as possible.
e. Please choose air hoses with specs conforming to unit model.
f. Install two external air hoses with regular obliquity (not below
1/30) to prevent rain water from back-flowing. At the same
time, heat insulant shall be available for all three air hoses (two
outdoor and one indoor) lest condensed water ensues. (Insulant
material: glass wool 25mm thick)
(Refer to diagram on the right)
g. In case of constant high temperature and humidity in
suspended ceiling, install ventilation device in ceiling.
h. Soft hose and wind softening hose can effectively reduce exhaust noises.
Fan strength and operating noise shall be considered when choosing material. Distributors of products shall be
entrusted to choose material.
i. Default distance between air outlet EA and air inlet OA shall be two times longer that hose diameter.
j. Do not use bent service lid or dome shield as external shield; otherwise, rain water will directly enter. (Deepened
shield is recommended)
k. Make sure that air hose is at least 1 meter away from shield.
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Installing Wire Control
1. Removing Top Cover
Install PC plate on the top cover of wire control.
Take care not to damage PC plate while removing top cover.

2. Indoor Unit Connection
Connect terminals (A, B, C) on bottom of wire control to terminals (+12V, GND, s)
on indoor PC panel.

CATUION
While conducting connection, keep certain distance (over 10mm) between signal line and power line.

Size of Signal Line:
Shield Line (three cores)

Size

0.33mm2

HRV

Type

CATUION

Make sure that terminal joints have been connected tight and no short circuit exists between terminals.
3. Installing Wire Control
Bore two holes on wall according to the positions of two screw holes on the back
cover of wire control; fix back cover with bolts and close front cover.

CATUION
Fix back cover on even wall surface, and do not apply too much force when screwing down bolts lest wire control is
damaged.
4. Close top cover and take care not to press on wire.

CATUION
Do not touch PCB panel with hands
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Health Testing Module: Definition & Installation
Defining Health Testing Module
Health testing module, as an optional component of heat reclaim ventilation, matches heat reclaim ventilation to
form health module.
Health testing module is available in two specification models, AS-C and AS-I, applied to indoor air quality testing
and joint control of indoor air quality with heat reclaim ventilation. Carbon dioxide sensor is available with the AS-C
model for precise testing of indoor CO2 concentration.
Installing Health Testing Module
1. Fixing secure health testing module.

Note:

When fixing the module with open wire, wood panel 2-3mm thick shall be padded against shell back to prevent
module shell from tilting as a result of wiring movements.
2. Connect the red and black lines on health testing module to power, red line to live wire and black line to null wire.
Wire Gauge: 2×(0.75-1.5mm2)
3. CN4 terminal A and B is connected via signal line to CN501 terminal A and B on heat reclaim ventilation PC
panel. 2×(0.75-1.5mm2) shield line is available as signal line.
4. Health testing module circuit diagram as follows:

Note:

SW1 is used to set testing module address.
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5. Health Testing Module Wiring Diagram

RS485 communication is available with heat reclaim ventilation and health testing module. One single heat reclaim
ventilation can connect to multiple health testing modules, 8 at most. Every health testing module must have its
address preset with 1 as the initial value.
Setting Health Testing Module PC Panel Address
PC panel has its address preset with quadbit dial codes. Dial codes are arranged on PC panel as shown in diagram
below:
ON
SW1-1

SW1-2

SW1-3

SW1-4
OFF

Dial codes settings correspond to addresses as follows:
SW1-1
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON

SW1-2
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

SW1-3
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
ON
ON

SW1-4
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Set SW1-4 to OFF
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Setting Address
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

HRV

Note:

Defining Electric Control System
Air Mode Switch:

(delivered only through wire control matched with heat reclaim ventilation)

Airflow volume can switch between "high speed" mode and "low speed" mode, "high air change" mode and "low
air change" mode.
Switch to Outdoor Fresh Air Mode:
When the unit operates in "high speed" mode and "low speed" mode, air coming indoors and air coming outdoors
have the same flow volume.
Air change mode is available in two scenarios as follow:
■■Air volume coming indoors greater that air volume coming outdoors:
PC Panel Dial Code (SW903) Settings Shown as Below:

Unit operates in "high air change" mode or "low air change" mode and air volume coming indoors is greater
than air volume coming outdoors. This mode prevents humidity or unpleasant smell from coming indoors out of
lavatory or kitchen.
■■Air volume coming outdoors greater than air volume coming indoors:
PC Panel Dial Code (SW903) Settings Shown as Below:

Unit operates in "high air change" mode or "low air change" mode, and air volume coming outdoors is greater
than air volume coming indoors. This mode stops unusual smell or air-borne bacteria from coming to hall out of
sickroom.
Defining Control System:
■■Control operating heat reclaim ventilation with wired controller.
■■Operating status and parameter settings are displayed in wired controller.
Independent System:
Controlled independently through wired controller:
■■Users shall procure control cable (500m long at most).
■■For detailed operating instruction, refer to wired controller
operation.
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Power Connection Definition

2. Open and Close Electrical Cabinet
■■Before opening the cabinet cover, make sure that power connections to unit components are shut off.
■■Unscrew bolts fixing the cover and open the cabinet.
■■Fix power line with clamp and make sure that earth connection is available.
■■Connect control and signal lines to corresponding terminal blocks.
■■Please use shield wire as signal line.
■■Upon completing wiring job, please mount the cabinet cover in good manner.
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1. Wiring Notice-----Shut off Power Prior to Whatever Job
■■Circuit breaker capable of shutting power off the whole system shall be installed. Please make sure that earth
connection is available.
■■A switch and fuse shall be available for every single power line.
■■Circuit or creepage breaker shall be available for whatever wiring job.
■■Make sure that ground impedance does not exceed 100 ohms. When creepage breaker is available, ground
impeder can be used to accommodate impedance over 500 ohms.
■■Power line, connection line, air switch shall be prepared by users.
■■Power line model: YZW power line; size must meet local criteria.
■■Fuse Spec: 15A.
■■Power lines of different specs shall not be connected to the same terminal. Overheating will ensue in case of
loose terminal connection.
■■Power lines of different specs shall not be connected to the same ground terminal. Protection will be impaired in
case of loose connection.
■■In case of multiple power connections, please use 2mm2 power lines.
■■Keep certain distance between power lines and other connection cables to prevent noise.
■■For wiring method, refer to circuit diagram. Wiring notice: every cable shall be connected to its corresponding
terminal according to its unique polarity, and shall have its sign matched up with terminal sign.

Failure Definition
1. Failures and Remedies
Check against following symptoms in case that unit does not run normal.
Symptoms

Total breakdown

Causes

Remedies

Power devices fail?

Restart after service

Fuse burnt out or breaker cut off?

Replace fuse or reset breaker
The unit is right in the prewarming or precooling
process prior to running status (refer to Wire
Control Button Definition).

Standby indicator activated?
Low air displacement
and high noise level.

Filter or heat exchange components
blocked?

Refer to "Maintenance"

High air displacement
and high noise level.

Filter or heat exchange components
installed in prescribed positions?

Refer to "Maintenance"

2. In case that any of the following failures occur, please take measures below in the first place and then contact
concerned distributors.
When unusual conditions (e.g., burnt smell) happen to heat exchanger, please immediately shut off power and
contact concerned distributors.
Under such conditions, continued operation may lead to failure, electric shock and fire accident.
When safety devices, such as fuse, breaker or creepage breaker, frequently jump off, or switch cannot work as
usual, do not turn on power.
Remedy: Keep Power Off
When control buttons fail, turn off main power switch.
3. Heat Reclaim Ventilation Failure Codes: (indicated only on wired controller matched with heat reclaim ventilation)
When failure codes below is indicated on wired controller, please immediately stop operation, shut off manual
power switch and contact concerned distributors or contact after service staff.
Name

Code

Definition

Indoor Ambient Temperature Sensor Failure
Outdoor Ambient Temperature Sensor Failure
Limit Switch 1 Failure

E1
E2
E3

Wired Controller and PC Panel Communication Failure

E8

Indoor ambient temperature sensor fails
Outdoor ambient temperature sensor fails
Air door adjustor 1 or relevant parts fail
Communication connections improper or control
wire control, PC panel damaged

CATUION
Service job shall be undertaken by specialists. In case of other failures, please stop operation and inform
concerned distributors.
Debugging Prior to Operation:
Recheck after completing all installation work. While rechecking, refer to all installing notices in this manual. In case
of any inconsistency, please make immediate correction. After normal operation is confirmed, the manual shall be
kept carefully by users.
Before operating the unit, users shall carefully read the manual; when the unit is to be resold to other new users,
please transfer novice and manual to new users to facilitate future service.
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